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• $10 INSTANT. 

• Seven $250,000 top prizes. 

• GAMES 1 AND 2: Scratch GAME 1 and GAME 2 entirely. Uncover three (3) identical prize 
amounts in the same GAME, win that prize. GAMES 3 TO 20: Scratch GAMES 3 to 20 
entirely. Uncover three (3) identical symbols in the same GAME, win the corresponding prize 
for that GAME. Uncover DBL, win 2 times the prize for that GAME.  

• Overall odds of winning: 1 in 3.36. 

• Total number of prizes available: 606,235. 

• Tickets received: 2,034,200. 

• Prize payout†: 69.64 per cent. 

• Prizes must be claimed by May 31, 2023.     
 
 
 
Prizes  Odds of Winning: 1 in  Number of Winners 
 
Game 1

$100  2,798.07       727

$50 280.00          7,265

$20 202.91          10,025

$10 70.06            29,035

Game 2

$100  2,798.07       727

$50 280.00          7,265

$20 202.77          10,032

$10 70.01            29,056

Games 3 to 20

$250,000  290,600.00   7

$50,000  678,066.67   3

$10,000  508,550.00   4

$5,000  339,033.33   6

$1,000  70,144.83     29

$500  39,886.27     51

$200 DBL Symbol ($100 x 2) 9,331.19       218

$100 DBL Symbol ($50 x 2) 1,000.10       2,034

$100 1,000.10       2,034

$50 140.00          14,530

$40 DBL Symbol ($20 x 2) 86.10            23,626

$30 35.00            58,114

$20 24.78            82,078

$20 DBL Symbol ($10 x 2) 18.42            110,445

$10 9.33              217,972

Win All 20 Prizes

$1,110  ($500 + $100 + $100 + $50 + $30 + $30 + $30 + $30 + $30 + $30 + $30 + $30 

+ $20 + $20 + $20 + $20 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10) 25,427.50     80

$540 ($100 + $50 + $50 + $50 + $50 + $50 + $30 + $20 + $20 + $20 + $10 + $10 + 

$10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10) 6,990.38       291

$250 ($20 + $20 + $20 + $20 + $20 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + 

$10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10 + $10)  3,501.20       581  
 
 
 
For GAMES 3 to 20, the 2X wins are applicable to the $10, $20, $50 and $100 prize categories only. 
WIN ALL 20 PRIZES wins are a combination of the $10, $20, $30, $50, $100 and $500 prize categories only. 
 
© 2020 IGT. DOUBLE DIAMOND is a trademark of IGT. 
 
The quantity of tickets ordered and/or distributed may vary and could affect the published odds/prizes. At the time of 
purchase, some of the prizes offered may have already been claimed. For additional information, call the OLG 
Support Centre toll-free at 1-800-387-0098. 
 
†Prize Payout is the theoretical payout percentage based on the dollar amount of all cash prizes (excluding the value 
of free tickets) offered within an INSTANT Lottery Game at the time that the Game is launched, and assuming all 
tickets for that Game are purchased (excluding free ticket prizes used for purchases) and all cash prizes are claimed. 
The final Prize Payout for an INSTANT Lottery Game is determined when a Game is ended, and is based on the 
actual number of tickets that were purchased with cash by consumers and the total value of the cash prizes claimed. 
 

The sale of lottery tickets to persons under 18 years of age is prohibited by law. Lottery prizes will not be paid to 
anyone under 18 years of age. 
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